THE LEGAL LANDSCAPE – AN EVER CHANGING PICTURE

The graphic summarises the legal landscape in England and Wales, almost four years after the Legal Services Act came into force. More details are given on the following pages.

Traditional legal suppliers

10,000+ law firms in England & Wales
1,200 in Scotland

England and Wales:
Large law firms - 250
Medium law firms (4 partners or more) - 1,200
Small law firms (sole practitioners and less than 4 partners) - 8,800

ABS allows outside investment in law firms and legal services businesses: over 400* so far incl. start-ups and others owned by law firms, insurers, accountants, financial services and consumer brands, local government, legal publishers, charities, membership groups, venture capitalists etc.

Emerging legal models

Online legal services
Legal helplines
Subscription services
Virtual law firms
White-label services
Law firm network brands

And more to come...

More accountants
Legal executives working independently

R24 Barristers Chambers in England and Wales, some now offering direct services to end-users.

400 Special Bodies, incl. local law centres, CABs, charities, local authorities, unions. Most offer free legal services.

Other legal services suppliers

Claims companies – around 1,100 PI companies registered with MOJ.

Conveyancers – 225 licensed with Council for Licensed Conveyancers

Will writing services and companies - 100plus companies, 1,000 individual will writers registered with Society of Will Writers

PLUS:

DIY CONSUMER LAW
10% of divorces, wills & probate
Increased use of mediation
Litigants in person (LIP)
McKenzie Friends

IN-HOUSE COUNSEL
Increasing % of solicitors working outside private practice
More legal work taken in-house by corporates

* - includes ABS licensed by Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA), Council for Licensed Conveyancers (CLC), and Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW)

Source: IRN Research (www.irn-research.com)
Following the introduction of the Legal Services Act 2007 in 2011, there has been a gradual but significant change in the structure of the legal services market. A part of the Act enables non-lawyers to invest in law firms and legal services providers, and this change has brought new investors and suppliers into the market, along with new ways of delivering and pricing legal services. Some traditional law firms are responding to these changes by introducing new business models, new routes to market, and new ways of working.

Alternative Business Structures (ABS) are the mechanism through which non-lawyers can invest in law firms and legal services and, by the middle of 2015, there are over 400 ABS. These include traditional law firms that have become ABS plus other owners such as accountants, insurance companies, consumer brands, IT companies, legal publishers, legal consultants, claims management companies, and membership groups.

From the start of 2013 to the end of 2014, around 500 law firms have exited the market. There has also been a change in the structure of law firms. Traditionally, the partnership structure has dominated but, by May 2015, partnerships only accounted for 22% of all firms. The largest group are now incorporated companies taking 35%.

Competitive pressures are strongest in areas such as conveyancing, wills, and divorce. These high-volume, low margin sectors involve a large amount of routine legal processing so offer opportunities for commoditisation and economies of scale. Even the larger UK law firms are not immune from increased competitive pressures, particularly from the growing number of overseas law firms, especially US firms, moving into London and the expansion plans of the big accountancy firms in the UK legal market.

Barristers have usually worked with clients after being passed on to them via law firms but now their operations are changing and more barristers are offering services direct to the public and businesses for the first time.

Special Bodies are defined within the Legal Services Act 2007, and these are generally Not-for-Profit (NFP) organisations mainly run by charities, local authorities, voluntary organisations and trade unions. In general, they deliver legal services to consumers for no fee. There are an estimated 400 Special Bodies in the UK although some have disappeared as a result of funding cuts while others are facing growing financial pressures.

Claims management companies (CMCs) now number around 1,100 and numbers have fallen significantly over the last two years following changes in the personal injury sector. The majority of CMCs are small businesses.

There are large groups of other suppliers, often in unregulated sectors. For example, will writers/will writing companies, some conveyancers, and online legal services such as online divorce services.

The regulatory infrastructure is also becoming more competitive. Until recently, only the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) and the Council for Licensed Conveyancers (CLC) were licensing bodies for ABS. Now, other bodies such as the Intellectual Property Regulation Board (IPReg), and the The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) have been granted ABS licensing powers and more are likely to follow.

Also, chartered legal executives can now practice independently for the first time by licensing with the Chartered Institute of Legal Executives (CILEx) plus the barristers’ regulator, the Bar Standards Board (BSB), has started to approve new businesses as it begins authorising BSB-regulated entities - companies or partnerships that provide advocacy, litigation, and expert legal advice services.

Reproduction permitted
More individuals are running their own legal matters particularly where legal tasks are seen as relatively straightforward, such as conveyancing or making a simple will. Legal aid cuts have contributed to this trend and have also led to more litigants in person (LIPs) where individuals represent themselves in courts and tribunals. LIPs can also turn to McKenzie Friends, i.e. someone to help them in court although these McKenzie Friends may not be qualified solicitors. The term McKenzie Friends came from an appeal court judgement in 1970. Levine McKenzie was not allowed to be represented in a UK court by an Australian barrister in the original divorce case as the barrister was not allowed to practice in London. McKenzie won the appeal on the grounds that he had been denied representation and a retrial was ordered. The Australian barrister was the original McKenzie Friend.

IRN Research has been offering specialist market research and business information services to UK law firms, other legal services providers, and suppliers to the legal market for over a decade.

Also, for just £750 a year (plus VAT) you can subscribe to our legal market reports series and circulate these regular reports to as many staff in your organisation as you wish. This is a low-cost way for key personnel to stay informed of trends in the UK legal market. The annual subscription covers the following reports all emailed as PDFs:

- UK Legal Services Market Report – annual market report with half-yearly update
- UK Conveyancing Market Briefing; UK Wills & Probate Market Briefing; UK Family Law Market Briefing; UK Personal Injury Market Briefing
- UK Litigation Funding Market – special market briefing for 2015
- UK Legal Market Trends – a monthly update on new surveys, statistics, and reports on the UK legal market

IRN Research (trading name of IRN Consultants Ltd), 60 Eastern Green Road, Coventry CV5 7LH.
Tel: 07905 239599. Email: d mort@irn-research.com. URL: www.irn-research.com